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Neutrino oscillations 
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Neutrinos and Primordial 
Nucleosynthesis



Primordial abundances of 
light elements: Big Bang 
Nucleosynthesis (BBN)

BBN: last epoch sensitive
to neutrino flavour

Bound on Neff
(typically Neff<4)



T~MeV
t~sec

Primordial 

Nucleosynthesis

Decoupled neutrinos
(Cosmic Neutrino 
Background or CNB)

Neutrinos coupled 
by weak interactions



Produced elements: D, 
3He, 4He, 7Li and small
abundances of others

BBN: Creation of 
light elements

Theoretical inputs:

⌘10 =
nB/n�
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Range of temperatures:  from 0.8 to 0.01 MeV

BBN: Creation of light elements

n/p freezing and 
neutron decay

Phase I: 0.8-0.1 MeV
n-p reactions



0.03 
MeV

0.07 
MeV

Phase II: 0.1-0.01 MeV
Formation of light nuclei
starting from D

Photodesintegration
prevents earlier formation
for temperatures closer
to nuclear binding energies

BBN: Creation of light elements
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Formation of light nuclei
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BBN: Creation of light elements



Phase II: 0.1-0.01 MeV
Formation of light nuclei
starting from D

Photodesintegration
prevents earlier formation
for temperatures closer
to nuclear binding energies

BBN: Creation of light elements



BBN: Measurement of Primordial abundances
Difficult task: search in astrophysical systems with chemical evolution as small as 
possible

Deuterium: destroyed in stars. Any observed abundance of D is a lower
limit to the primordial abundance. Data from high-z, low metallicity QSO 
absorption line systems

Helium-3: produced and destroyed in stars (complicated evolution)
Data from solar system and galaxies, but not used in BBN analysis

Helium-4: primordial abundance increased by H burning in stars. 
Data from low metallicity, extragalatic HII regions

Lithium-7: destroyed in stars, produced in cosmic ray reactions.
Data from oldest, most metal-poor stars in the Galaxy



Inferred Primordial abundances
Difficult task: search in astrophysical systems with chemical evolution as small as 
possible

S. Sarkar, Latest Advances in the Physics of BBN and Neutrino Decoupling 2021 



Fields, Molaro & Sarkar,
PDG 2020

BBN: Predictions vs 
Observations
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BBN: Predictions vs Observations

Planck Coll, A&A 641 (2020) A6

4He

D
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Effect of neutrinos on BBN
1. Neff fixes the expansion rate during BBN

r(Neff)>r0 ®  4He

3.4 3.2
3.0

2. Direct effect of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos 
on the n-p reactions

Burles, Nollett & Turner 1999

H =

s
8⇡⇢

3M2
p

⌫e + n $ p+ e� e+ + n $ p+ ⌫̄e



BBN: allowed ranges for Neff

4He and D bounds
PArthENoPE BBN code, S Gariazzo et al, arXiv:2103.05027
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BBN: allowed ranges for Neff

Planck Coll, A&A 641 (2020) A6
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Neutrino oscillations
in the Early Universe



Neutrino mixing and oscillations: 3 flavours

See also http://globalfit.astroparticles.es

flavour neutrinos νa massive neutrinos νi



Neutrino oscillations in the Early Universe
Neutrino oscillations are effective when medium effects get 
small enough

Oscillation terms prop. 
to Δm2/2E

First order matter
effects prop. to
GF[n(e-)-n(e+)]

Compare oscillation term
with effective potentials

Coupled neutrinos

Expansion of the universe

Second order matter
effects prop. to
GF(E/MZ

2 )[ρ(e-)+ρ(e+)]



T~MeV
t~sec

Neutrinos coupled 
by weak interactions

f⌫(p, T ) =
1

exp(p/T ) + 1

Free-streaming neutrinos 
(decoupled):  Cosmic 
Neutrino Background

Neutrinos keep the energy
spectrum of a relativistic

fermion with eq form



Flavour neutrino oscillations in the Early Universe

Standard case: all neutrino flavours equally populated
oscillations are effective below a few MeV, but have 
no effect (except for mixing the small distortions δfν)

Cosmology is insensitive to neutrino flavour after decoupling! 

Non-zero neutrino asymmetries: flavour oscillations lead 
to (approximate) global flavour equilibrium

the restrictive BBN bound on the           asymmetry applies 
to all flavors, but fine-tuned initial asymmetries always allow
for a large surviving neutrino excess radiation that may show 
up in precision cosmological data (value depends on q13)

SP, Pinto & Raffelt, PRL 102 (2009) 241302



What if additional, light sterile neutrino species are mixed with
the flavour neutrinos?

§ If oscillations are effective before decoupling: the additional
species can be brought into equilibrium: Neff=4
§ If oscillations are effective after decoupling: Neff=3 but the
spectrum of active neutrinos is distorted (direct effect of νe and 
anti-νe on BBN)

Active-sterile neutrino oscillations



Neff & Active-sterile neutrino oscillations

Expansion of the universe

Weak
Processes
Effective:
n in eq

(thermal
spectrum) Collisions less

and less
important:
n decouple
(spectrum
keeps th. form)

γγ®+ -ee

Oscillations effective
AFTER decoupling: 
spectrum of active 
neutrinos distorted

but Neff=3

Oscillations effective
BEFORE decoupling: the

additional species can be 
brought into eq: Neff=4



Hannestad, Tamborra & Tram, JCAP 07 (2012) 025

Neff & Active-sterile neutrino oscillations
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Equations for the neutrino density matrix

vacuum osc. term matter potential term

Boltzmann evolution equations (matrix form)

collision
integrals
(α GF

2)

off-diagonal 
terms

diagonal terms
(occupation numbers)

+

S Gariazzo, PF de Salas & SP, JCAP 07 (2019) 014 [arXiv:1905.11290] 



Equations for the neutrino density matrix

vacuum osc. term matter potential term

Boltzmann evolution equations (matrix form)

collision
integrals
(α GF

2)

diag(m2
1,m

2
2,m

2
3,m

2
4)



Equations for the neutrino density matrix

vacuum osc. term matter potential term

Boltzmann evolution equations (matrix form)

collision
integrals
(α GF

2)



Equations for the neutrino density matrix

vacuum osc. term matter potential term

Boltzmann evolution equations (matrix form)

collision
integrals
(α GF

2)

Code: FORTran-Evolved PrimordIAl
Neutrino Oscillations (FortEPiaNO)

S Gariazzo, PF de Salas & SP, JCAP 07 (2019) 014 [arXiv:1905.11290] 



Results: evolution of energy densities (comoving)

Expansion of the universe



Results: evolution of energy densities (comoving)

µ± annihilate ns production e± annihilate



Results: final value of Neff and sterile mixing parameters
Only q14 or |Ue4|2



Results: final value of Neff and sterile mixing parameters



Results: final value of Neff and sterile mixing parameters



Results: final value of Neff and sterile mixing parameters



Results: final value of Neff and sterile mixing parameters



Results: final value of Neff and sterile mixing parameters
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